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Abstract: The Incentive-Base Demand Response (IDR) programs in the smart grid
provides the ability to shape the power demand on the demand side, which ensures better
stablility than in the traditional power grid. However, the IDR programs require the
customer’s fine-grained power consumption data to be collected, which poses a serious
threat to customer privacy. A IDR privacy preserving scheme is proposed in this paper
which utilises a descent off-line electronic coin scheme for the extraction and redemption
of rewards and has less computational costs than currently know IDR privacy preserving
schemes.

1. Introduction
The research results from the smart grid have gradually been used in the practice of electricity
production. One of them is the technique of smart meter, which has been adapted by many countries
in replace with the traditional electromechanical meters. It is proven that smart meters have great
advantages, such as the ability of remote meter reading collection and high metering precision with
fine granularity. These advantages enable the instant communication between demand side and the
power supplier and also the possibility for the electricity market to benefit from Demand Response
(DR).
According to the U.S. Department of Energy, DR refers to “changes in electric use by demandside resources from their normal consumption patterns in response to the varying electricity price,
or to incentive payments designed to reduce electricity use when wholesale market prices are high
or when system reliability is jeopardized” [1]. Unlike the other kinds of energy, the generation and
consumption of the electricity power needs to be balanced instantaneously. In the traditional power
grid, the common method to keep the grid stable during the peak hour is to increase the power
supply from the power plant, which may involve a high cost. However, the smart grid has the ability
to shape the power consumption of demand side by utilizing demand response, so the smart grid is
more economic and even more reliable. There are two general types of DR programs. The first one
is price-based demand response (PDR) which triggers demand side’s response by adjusting the
electricity price. Another is incentive-based demand response (IDR), which reward the customers
who cut down their electricity consumption during an IDR program. Unlike the PDR, which has
been used in the way such as “tier price” or “Time-of-Usage”, the IDR currently has not been
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widely applied. However, there’s research shows it is the IDR that will contribute the major benefit
that DR programs can provide{Goldman 2010 #3}. However, the IDR programs require for high
resolution power consumption data, the granularity of which varies from one hour per measurement
to several seconds. The collection of high resolution consumption data becomes a serious threat to
customer privacy, due to the existence of Non-intrusive Appliance Load Monitoring (NALM)
techniques[2,3]. Research in [4] shows a customer’s daily pattern can be revealed by analyzing the
consumption data with granularity of 15 min.
To address the privacy problem, Efthymiou et al. introduced the privacy preserving method in
[5]. In this method, the fine-grained consumption data is stored in a pseudonym account and
separated from customer’s real identity. At the same time, the coarse data, like the monthly
consumption, will still be sent to the power supplier with real identity for billing purpose. Gong et
al. proposed a privacy preserving scheme for IDR programs in paper [6], their method is based on
Efthymiou’s idea which stores customer’s fine-grained data in a pseudonym account.
In this paper, a new IDR privacy preserving scheme is proposed, which has a better
computational performance than the one proposed in [6]. And also, the new scheme uses a decent
off-line coin system for the implementation of reward extraction and redemption, so the new
scheme will not suffer from the quasi-identifier attacks like [6] does.
The remaining of this paper is structured as follow: The basic cryptographic technologies used in
this scheme are introduced in Section 2. The system model is illustrated in Section 3 and the
detailed construction of the scheme is described in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are made in
Section 5.
2. Related Techniques
2.1. Schnorr Signature
The Schnorr Signature [7][8] is designed to conduct digital signature task on devices with
limited computation power. The algorithm can be represented as a tuple: Init, KeyGen, Sign, Verify .
2.2. Identity-based Signature
In an identity-based signature[9], the signer’s public key is the signer’s public identity, so no
extra cost for generating the public key for the signer. The identity-base signature can be
represented by a tuple Init, IBSKeyGen, IBSSign, IBSVerify
2.3. Off-line Electronic Coin
In paper [11], Brands proposed an off-line coin scheme. In this scheme, Brands describes a
electronic coin which allows to be used as electronic money to conduct a trade. However, the most
important feature of this scheme is the buyer’s real identity cannot be deduced from the coin. In this
paper, the off-line coin scheme is used as rewards from the electricity market given to the customer
whoever responses during an IDR program.
3. System Model
The system model is illustrated in Figure 1. When an IDR program is necessary, the electricity
market will send a signal to the demand response provider (DRP). A DRP is the communication
bridge between the electricity market and customers. During an IDR program, the DRP will monitor
the fine-grained data from customers’ pseudonym accounts and compare real consumption to the
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customer’s consumption pattern. If the customer indeed has reduced his power consumption during
an IDR program comparing with his consumption pattern, then the DRP will give the customer
some rewards according to the contribution the customer has made. The rewards will be stored in
the pseudonym accounts as the fine-grained consumption data.
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Figure 1: The System Model.
4. The Design of the Privacy Preserving Scheme
4.1. Initialization of System Parameters
The DRP and power supplier will initialize the system parameter together. They first choose 5
prime numbers 𝑝, 𝑞 , 𝑞 , 𝑞 , 𝑞 , 𝑞 which satisfy 𝑝 1 2 ∏ 𝑞 and create a multiplicative
group ℤ∗ and 5 subgroups of this group: 𝔾
ℤ∗ , 𝑖 ∈ 0,5 . The group generator
𝑔 ,𝑔 ,𝑔 ,𝑔 ,𝑔 ,𝑔 ,𝑔
satisfies 𝑔 ∈ 𝔾 ; 𝑔 ∈ 𝔾 ; 𝑔 ∈ 𝔾 ; 𝑔 , 𝑔 , 𝑔 ∈ 𝔾 ; 𝑔 ∈ 𝔾
.
These groups will be used in different procedure in the proposed scheme. Then then construct hash
function: ℋ : 0,1 ∗ 𝔾 → 𝔾 for Schnorr Signature and ℋ : 0,1 ∗
0,1 ∗ 𝔾 → 𝔾 for
identity-based signature. Hash functions ℋ
:𝔾
𝔾
𝔾
𝔾
𝔾 →𝔾
and
∗
∗
ℋ
:𝔾
0,1
0,1 will be used in the extraction and redemption of rewards. These hash
functions are assumed to be collision resistent, which means it is hard to find two different inputs
which result in the same output. Also the output of these hash functions looks to be random in the
view of adversaries who don’t know the secret key of these hash functions. Finally, the DRP and
power supplier also generates secret keys for different operations: ibs_msk ∈ 𝔾 is used to
generate the identity-based signature key for customer’s real identity, sm_ibs_msk ∈ 𝔾 ,
sm_ibs_msk ∈ 𝔾 , sm_sk ∈ 𝔾 , ibs_pmsk ∈ 𝔾 , coin_sk ∈ 𝔾 .
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4.2. Custoomer Registtration
A custoomer send his
h real iden
ntity REAL__ID and the unique ideentitificationn code from
m his smartt
meter SM_ID to the poower suplier. The pow
wer supplier computes and
a send baack to the cu
ustomer hiss
identity-baased signatuure key pair: PK_IBS, SSK_IBS
IBSKeyGen
n 𝔾 , ibs_m
msk, 𝐼𝐷 as well as thee
signature
key
paiir
for
hhis
smartt
meter: PK__SM_IBS, SK
K_SM_IBS
IBSKeyG
Gen 𝔾 , sm
m_ibs_msk, SM_ID . A
Also the pow
wer supplierr
will
sign
on
SM_ID
:
the
SM_SIGN
SM_Sig, SM_SID, SM
M_Nonce
𝑠, 𝑒, 𝑔
Sign sm
m_sk, SM_ID
D , in which
h SM_Sig
𝑟 𝑒𝑥 , 𝑟 ∈ ℤ , 𝑥 sm_sk , 𝑒 ℋ
SM_ID, 𝑔 . The cu
ustomer sen
end SM_SIG
GN and thee
P
SK_SM_IBSS into his smart meteer. The proocess is illu
ustrated byy
signature kkey pair PK_SM_IBS,
Figure 2.

Figu
ure 2: Custoomer Registration Proccess.
4.3. Pseud
donym Accoount Registtrartion (T
Through An
nonymous Channel)
C
After a random deelay after registering
r
the real id
dentity. Thee customer computes a Pedersenn
commitmeent 𝑢 𝑔
, 𝑒 SM
M_SID, 𝑘′ ∈ 𝔾
and 𝛾
𝑔 ,𝛾
𝑔 ,𝛾
𝑔 , in whichh
𝑟 , 𝑟 , 𝑟 ∈ 𝔾 and anonymousl
a
ly request tthe DRP fo
or a pseudo
onym accouunt. The DR
RP verifiess
there’s no previouslyy existed record of 𝑢, then respon
nse to the customer
c
w
with a rando
om numberr
𝑏 ∈ ℤ . Customer then
t
computes 𝑠′ 𝑏𝑠 𝑟 , 𝑦
𝑏𝑘′ 𝑟 , 𝑔
𝑔 𝑔 , 𝑠 SM
M_Sig, 𝑔
SM_Noncee and
send
𝑠′, 𝑦 , 𝑔
to
the
DRP. DRP
coontinues to
t
checkk
?

𝛾 𝛾 𝑔 𝑢
𝑔
𝑔 𝛾 , 𝑥 sm_sk. If the equaation is satissfied, the DR
RP belives the validityy
of customeer’s identity, then sto
ores 𝑢 into database. The
T value of
o 𝑢 can bee used to refer
r
to thee
registered pseudonym
m account in
n the furtheer commun
nication and
d is denotedd as PSEUD
DO_ID 𝑢..
Finally,
the
DRP
D
provide
a
ssignature
pairr
PKP_IBS, SKP_IBS
IBSKeyGen 𝔾 , ibss_pmsk, PSE
EUDO_ID||𝐷
𝐷𝑇 , in w
which PSEUDO_ID||DT
T
denotes thee text stringg of PSEUD
DO_ID concaatenate with
h a public raandom strinng chosen by
b the DRP..
The processs is illustraated by Figu
ure 3.
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Figu
ure 3: Pseuddonym Registration Pro
ocess.
The theorem below
w ensures th
he pseudonyym account is unlinkab
ble to the cuustomer’s reeal identity,,
and the posssibility thaat a pseudon
nym has alreeady been taaken is neglligible:
Theorem
m 1: The commitmentt 𝑢 𝑔
perfectly hides
h
the vaalue of 𝑒, aand the posssibility thatt
there existss 𝑒′, 𝑘″ , 𝑒′′ 𝑒 is neg
gligible.
And thee Theorem 2 ensures an
n illegal cusstomer cann
not register a pseudonym
m account:
Theorem
m 2: If a customer doess not possess a legal sig
gnature SM_SIGN, then the possibility for him
m
to successffully registeer a pseudon
nym accounnt is negligib
ble.
4.4. Sendin
ng Meterin
ng Data
The sm
mart meter will
w anonym
mously sendd to the DR
RP the high
h resolutionn consumpttion data 𝑚
along
w
with
thee
signatu
ure
gennerated
by
b
using
g
the
key
SK
KP_IBS :
𝑠 IBSSiggn PSEUDO
O_ID||TD, 𝑚,
𝑚 𝔾 . Allso the smart meter will
w send tthe value of
o monthlyy
consumptioon 𝐷 to thhe power supplier,
s
allong with the signatu
ure generate
ted by usin
ng the keyy
SK_SM_IBSS: 𝛿 IBSSSign SM_SID, 𝐷, 𝔾 .
4.5. Queryy and Manaage Pseudo
onym Accou
unt (Throu
ugh Anonym
mous Channnel)
By signn the querry or man
nagement ccommand with
w
the key SKP_IBSS , the cusstomer cann
anonymously proof his ownershiip on his psseudonym account.
a
In this way, thhe customerr can queryy
the consum
mption dataa stored in pseudonym
p
m account, extract
e
the rewards
r
or delete the pseudonym
p
m
when the ccustomer dooesn’t want to participaate future ID
DR program
ms any more..
4.6. Extract Rewardss from Pseu
udonym Acccounts (Th
hrough Anonymous C
Channel)
To beneefit from thee rewards obtained by pparticipatin
ng IDR prog
grams, a cusstomer need
ds to extractt
rewards froom his pseuudonym acccounts first . The custo
omer query his pseudonnym accoun
nt and sendd
the rewardd extraction command. Then the foollowing pro
ocedure is conducted
c
too extract rew
wards:
1) Lettting a randdom numbeer 𝑥 coin
n_sk and 𝐼 𝑔 , 𝑒 SM_SID. T
The customeer uses thee
public keyy 𝑔 , 𝑔 , 𝑔 announcced by DRP
P to calcullate 𝑧
𝐼𝑔
𝑔
𝑔 𝑔 . Then
n send 𝐼, 𝑧
along withh the requestt to extract rewards,
r
2) Thee DRP geneerate a tuplee: 𝑎, 𝑏 |𝑎 𝑔 , 𝑏
𝐼𝑔 , 𝑤 ∈ ℤ andd send it to customer,
3) Thee customer calculates 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑧′ |𝐴
𝐴
𝐼𝑔 , 𝐵 𝑔 𝑔 , 𝑧′ 𝑧 , 𝑠𝑠, 𝑥 , 𝑥 ∈ ℤ and 𝑠
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should
never
be
used
and
𝐴 1 .
Then
the
customer
calculates
𝑎′ 𝑎 𝑔 , 𝑏′ 𝑏 𝐴 |𝑢, 𝑣 ∈ ℤ and 𝑐′ ℋ
𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑧′, 𝑎′, 𝑏′ , send 𝑐 𝑐′/𝑢 to the DRP,
4) DRP calculates 𝑟 𝑐𝑥 𝑤 and remove a reward from the pseudonym account.
?

?

5) The customer verifies 𝑔
𝑔 𝑎, 𝐼𝑔
𝑧 𝑏, and calculate 𝑟′ 𝑟𝑢 𝑣. The reward
now has been extracted from the account and has a signature 𝛿
𝑧′, 𝑎′, 𝑏′, 𝑟′ . The tuple 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝛿
is a reward that is available to be redeemed.
4.7. Rewards Redemption
The customer communicate with the power supplier with his real identity, the power supplier
now can charge the customer according to the monthly consumption sent by the smart meter. The
customer can also present the extracted rewards to have them redeemed. To redeem a reward, the
power supplier calculates 𝑑 ℋ
𝑟, BD_ID, DT , 𝑟 ∈ ℤ , in which BD_ID is the identification
number of this power supplier and DT is a public random number chosen by the power supplier.
Then the following procedure is conducted:
1) The customer present the reward to be redeemed: 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝑧′, 𝑎′, 𝑏′, 𝑟′ ,
?

2) The power supplier verifies 𝑔
then send 𝑑 to the customer,
3) The
customer
calculates
𝑔 𝑔 𝑔 , in which 𝑒 SM_SID

ℋ

𝑙𝑔
𝑟 ,𝑟

, , , ,

𝑒𝑠𝑑

𝑎′ and 𝐴

𝑥 , 𝑠𝑑

𝑥 ,𝐴

?

𝑧ℋ
𝐼𝑔

, , , ,

,𝐼

𝑏′,

𝑔 ,𝐵

?

4) The power supplier verifies 𝐴 𝐵 𝑔 𝑔 , if the equation is satisfied, and there’s no
previous record of 𝐴 in the database, the reward redemption is successful.
?

Theorem 4: There doesn’t exist 𝐴 𝐵 𝑔 𝑔 , which satisfies 𝑔 𝑔
𝑔 𝑔 ,𝑢
𝑢 .
If the power supplier has found a previous record of 𝐴, this means the customer is redeeming the
same reward twice. To find out which customer has cheated, the power supplier use the information
of 𝑟 , 𝑟 from previous redemption request, as well as the information 𝑟 ′, 𝑟 ′ from this time, and
calculate 𝑟
𝑟′ / 𝑟
𝑟′ , the value of which will be the value of SM_SID that belongs to the
cheating customer.
5. Conclusion
A new privacy preserving scheme suitable for Incentive-Base Demand Response (IDR) is
proposed in this paper. The new scheme preserves customer privacy by storing customer’s finegrained consumption data into a pseudonym account, so the Non-intrusive Appliance Load
Monitoring technique cannot be used to violate customer’s privacy. The new scheme also has
considered all basic operations involved in an IDR program, including meter data transmitting,
rewards extraction and redemption.
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